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ABSTRACT

Does Training Generally Work?
The Returns to In-Company Training *
This paper applies the familiar theoretical distinction between general and specific training to
the empirical task of estimating the returns to in-company training. Using a firm-level dataset
which distinguishes between general and specific training, we test for the relative effects of
the two types of training on productivity growth. We find that although general training has a
statistically positive effect on productivity growth, no such effect is observable for specific
training. This positive effect of general training remains when we control for factors such as
changes in work organisation and corporate re-structuring, firm size and the initial level of
human capital in the enterprise. Moreover, the impact of general training varies positively
with the level of capital investment.
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In recent years a number of papers have appeared which seek to measure the effect of
employer-provided training on productivity using firm-level data (Holzer et al, 1993, Bartel
1994, Black and Lynch, 1996). Previously, such exercises were constrained by the lack of
appropriate data. With the growth in firm-level data and the relaxation of this constraint, we
are beginning to develop a deeper knowledge of the link between training provided by the
employer and productivity.

In this paper we add to this area of research by drawing on a new data set which allows us
to analyse a particularly interesting dimension of the effect of employer-provided training.
The data used were specifically designed to collect detailed information on firms’ training
practices, including a measure of days spent on specific and general training, following
Becker’s (1975) familiar distinction. Although the distinction between these types of training
has been well developed in the theoretical literature, empirical studies which draw on this
distinction are extremely rare1. Also included is information on output, capital and
employment at two points in time. This allows us to estimate the impact of general and
specific training on productivity growth. In addition, a range of variables indicating changes
in corporate structure, organisational and personnel policies are also included. Hence, in
estimating the effects of general and specific training, we are able to control for the effects
such changes might have on productivity growth. In sum, the data allow the paper to make
both a novel contribution to the measurement of the impact of training and an important
addition to the limited empirical work on general versus specific training.

1

One recent exception is Loewenstein and Spletzer (forthcoming).
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Literature Review

A number of studies have looked at the effect of employer-provided training by analysing
the impact on wages using data on employees (e.g. Booth, 1991; Lynch, 1992). Other
studies have adopted a case study approach and have looked at the relationship between
training and productivity in a limited number of enterprises, such as the work of the National
Institute for Economic and Social Research (NIESR, 1990). Our approach is to use a firmlevel dataset in a regression framework to estimate the impact of training on productivity. As
such, we will restrict this brief review of the literature to studies of this type.

One of the earliest such studies is Holzer et al (1993). The study arose out of a grant
programme run by the State of Michigan, through which grants were made available to
manufacturing companies for the financing of training. By surveying companies which had
applied for grants, a data set was generated with information on training inputs and
companies’ outputs. In addition, as they had information on the companies over a number of
years it was possible to look at how productivity changes across firms are related to
changes in training, thereby overcoming the familiar problem of time-invariant unobserved
heterogeneity. Working with samples of between 171 and 250 firms, they find evidence of a
direct link between training and productivity. Bartel (1994) again looked at the link between
training and productivity using around 150 firms from another survey of employers, the
Columbia Business School survey. Like Holzer et al, she also finds a positive effect of
training on productivity.
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This employer-based approach to estimating the training/productivity relationship has
recently been advanced in a series of papers by Lisa Lynch and Sandra Black (Lynch and
Black 1995, Black and Lynch, 1996 and Black and Lynch, 1997). Their advances have
been facilitated by a new data set which, as the authors put it, “was designed to overcome
some of the limitations of previous studies and collect more precise data on human-capital
inputs and establishment inputs” (Black and Lynch, 1996, p263).

The authors use the data for a number of purposes. For current purposes, the first results of
interest are found in the 1995 paper2. Production functions are estimated for the
manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors in which dimensions of training are included
along with the more usual arguments in production functions such as capital and labour. The
results on training are interesting; the number of workers trained is not found to have a
significant effect on productivity but this masks the effects of different dimensions of training,
which do matter. In manufacturing, the higher the proportion of training that is off-the-job,
the higher is productivity. Similarly, in non-manufacturing the type of training matters for
productivity; in particular, training in computer skills increase productivity.

As the results presented in the 1995 and 1996 papers of Black and Lynch are based on
data from a single year, they suffer from the problem of unobserved heterogeneity,
mentioned above3. In the 1997 paper, they attempt to overcome this by supplementing the
original data with data from the Longitudinal Research Database (LRD) of the United States
2

The same results are found in the 1996 paper which is a published version of a section of the 1995
working paper.
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Bureau of the Census. The authors were able to match the companies with records in the
LRD and thereby create a dataset with information over time. In re-estimating their earlier
work, they now find no effect of training on productivity; however, they maintain that this
was probably because the information on training was too weak for its effect to be captured
in the extended estimation framework. What does emerge from this study is the interesting
effects of workplace practices on productivity. In particular, greater involvement of workers
in decision making and the use of performance related pay are seen to generate higher
productivity relative to the more traditional labour/management relations.4

General and Specific Training

As noted in the Introduction, our task in this paper is to estimate the effects of general and
specific training on productivity growth. In this section, we discuss the concepts and why
these forms of training may differ in their impacts.

Becker (1993) defines general training as being the type of training which raises productivity
by equal amounts in the firm where it was provided and in other firms. In contrast, specific
training only raises productivity in the firm where it was provided. Under certain conditions,
these definitions imply that firms will not pay for general training. As an individual’s
productivity is raised in other firms, alternative wage offers will increase. If the employer
who provided the general training is to retain the employee, the alternative wage offers
would have to be met and hence no return to the training investment can be captured. The

3
4

This is acknowledged by the authors; see p266 of the 1996 paper.
The importance of workplace practices arises again in the paper by Ichniowski et al (1995).
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employee will bear all the costs of general training, possibly through a reduced wage during
the training period. As specific training does not lead to increased productivity and higher
wage offers elsewhere, the firm will be prepared to share the costs of specific training.

An additional implication of these definitions arises if there is a constraint on the employer’s
ability to offer an employee a lower wage while training. If, for example, a wage is attached
to a particular job through an agreement with a union, the firm will not be able to shift the
costs of training onto the employee. Such a situation leads to a market failure in the provision
of training The failure is more likely to relate to the provision of general training, given the
need to shift all the costs of training, as opposed to a proportion of the costs.

Since Becker introduced the distinction, some doubts have been raised about the
implications for who funds training. Bishop and Kang (1996) point out that strong
predictions of Becker’s theory require that (i) labour markets are competitive, (ii) workers
can finance general on-the-job training investments by borrowing at a fixed interest rate and
(iii) technically general skills can be cheaply signalled to other potential employers. They then
develop a model in which these assumptions are relaxed and predictions emerge in which
employers do share the costs of general training. Their empirical analysis fails to show
greater effects of general training on wage growth than productivity growth, as would be
predicted by the rigid application of Becker’s theory. Similarly, Loewenstein and Spletzer
(forthcoming) do not find any systematic difference in the wage returns to general and
specific training, which is consistent with employers sharing the costs and returns to general
and specific training. They also find in their data that most of the training provided by

5

employers is general in nature, which runs counter to the prediction of a lower provision of
general training when shifting the full cost to employees is not possible.

This recent work has forced us to re-think our understanding of the implications of the
distinction between general and specific training. As part of this re-evaluation, we want to
focus here on another dimension of the distinction, namely, whether the two types of training
will have different impacts on productivity growth. As noted above, Lynch and Black
(1995) have shown empirically that, in manufacturing, off-the-job training has a greater
impact on productivity than on-the-job training. Below, we estimate if such differences hold
for general and specific training but here we will outline a hypothesis as to why a difference
might exist.

In order to generate a hypothesis, it is useful to think about training as being a production
activity, the output of which is higher human capital. However, rather than seeing the output
as being produced by a single input, such as the employers expenditure, we can think of the
training output as being produced by the joint efforts of the employer and the employee.
While the employer can provide the classes or the demonstrations, the extent to which such
activities are turned into human capital depends on the extent to which the employee devotes
effort to learning new skills and to applying the new skills. Once training is viewed in this
manner, the issue arises of whether employees have different incentives to exert effort when
undertaking different forms of training.5

5

While the issue of effort at work has been considered in, for example, the efficiency wage literature
(Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984), we are not aware of any analyses of effort in training.
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The incentive for the employees to devote effort in training arises from the benefits which the
training provides them. In the case of both general and specific training, the increased
productivity to which training leads will also lead to increased wages with the current
employer. However, given that general training also raises productivity and wages
elsewhere, it provides an additional benefit which can be viewed as an insurance policy.
Should the employee be laid off or wish to leave the current employer, the general training
acquired can be used elsewhere while specific training cannot. In this way, as long as there is
a positive probability of separation from the current employer, even a risk neutral employee
will gain a greater expected benefit from general training. As such, employees are more
likely to devote greater effort to general training.

Research Design and the Data Set

The analysis presented below draws on a data set that was generated in two waves. The
first wave is a survey of enterprises conducted in Ireland in 1993 and reported in Fox
(1995). The survey was part of an effort funded by the European Union to establish, for the
first time, comparable data within the EU on the nature and extent of training in companies6.
For each of the countries involved, broadly standardised questionnaires were designed to
collect detailed information on the training practices.

In the case of Ireland, a nationally representative sample of 1,000 enterprises were
randomly selected. The survey covered companies employing more than 10 people in

6

For a full description of the EU survey, see Eurostat (1996).
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manufacturing, construction and private services. Interviewers were sent out to the
enterprises and typically dealt with individuals responsible for training provision within the
enterprise; in the case of small firms, this individual may also have been the chief executive.
The focus of the questionnaire was on continuing vocational training, rather than initial
training, and so apprentices and trainees are excluded in the responses7.

A total of 654 useable returns were obtained from this survey. The information obtained
includes items such as the activity of each company, the number of employees and the
distribution of employees in the enterprise across five broad occupational categories. As
regards training, a range of questions were asked about different aspects. The training
managers were asked if certain types of training were provided such as training in the work
situation, conferences workshops or seminars, job rotations and exchanges and selflearning. They were also asked how many employees received training of whatever nature
and how much was spent on training, including an estimate of the cost of time foregone by
employees while training. Questions were also asked about how many days of training were
provided to employees. Our measure of general and specific training is derived from this
series of questions: the training managers were asked to provide a break-down of the total
number of days of training into: (a) seven categories of “general training”; (b) four categories
of training “specific to company’s activity”; and (c) a residual class of “other training”8. We
would argue that relying on training managers to apply the general/specific distinction to their

7

Trainees and apprentices were defined in the instructions as “employees whose wages/salaries are
determined by the fact that they are being trained or are studying for a recognised qualification relevant
to their trade or profession”.
8
In the instructions which accompanied the questionnaire respondents were asked to clasify as
‘general’ training which provided “broad skills and knowledge”; training which was “directly related to
the operation of the company” was to be classified as ‘specific’.
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own training activities represents a more satisfactory way of capturing this theoretically
important distinction than reliance on an ex-post coding of data, based, for example, on
information about the content or location of training.

Although the 1993 survey contained much information on training activities, it did not contain
information which would allow us to estimate the effect of training on productivity growth. In
order to generate the information required, we conducted a follow-up survey of the 654
companies in April and May of 1997. This survey was initially carried out through postal
questionnaires and posted reminders, but non-respondents were eventually phoned. Given
that the sample which we were re-surveying was quite small, we sought to maximise the
response rate by minimising the amount of information sought. The main pieces of
information sought were as follows: output in 1993 and 1995, as measured by the sales
figures from the end of year accounts in each period (this in turn would be used to calculate
productivity in the two periods); the value of fixed assets at the same two points in time,
again from the end of year accounts; the size of the workforce, in 1993 and 1995. We also
asked if there had been changes in personnel policy, corporate organisation and corporate
structure between 1993 and 1995; as such changes could have impacted upon productivity
growth, we thought it important to be able to control for them.

Excluding 12 public authorities, the original survey consisted of 642 enterprises. Eliminating
responses with incomplete data reduced the number of cases from the follow-up survey to
215; hence the response rate based on the 642 enterprises was 33.5 percent. In order to
check for bias in the response we compared the second-wave cases with the first-wave and

9

found that the distribution of companies by sector and size category was very similar in both
surveys. We also found that the mean values of the training measures were very similar in
the two surveys, and not statistically different. Some descriptive statistics on the firms who
responded to the second survey can be found in Table 1 below.

Before proceeding with the analysis, it is worth saying a few words on the Irish economy, by
way of establishing whether lessons learned from Irish data can be applied elsewhere.
Ireland has been a member of the European Union since the early 1970s, one of the effects
of which has been a substantial opening of the economy. This openness can be seen in the
level of exports relative to national income; in 1995 (the year to which our second survey
relates), its exports of goods and services were valued at 87 percent of GNP. The openness
can also seen in the level of foreign ownership in the Irish economy; again in 1995, in terms
of numbers employed, just under half of manufacturing activity in Ireland is in enterprises
owned by non-Irish companies. Of the foreign owned, just over half is U.S. owned. Such
levels of openness, along with the high growth rates of recent years (estimated to be around
8 percent in 1998), suggest that Ireland is now a modern economy, well integrated into the
economy of the EU and beyond. While it is likely that the scale of enterprises is smaller in
Ireland than in the U.S., it is interesting to note that the median size of the enterprises studied
here (60 employees) is identical to the mean in the Holzer et al (1993) study mentioned
above. Finally, in an international comparison of the data from the EU survey discussed
above, the proportion of enterprises in Ireland providing training was similar to those of
Germany, France and the U.K; hence, training provision in Ireland appears to be similar to
that in these other developed economies (Schömann, 1998).

10

The Estimation Framework

The framework on which our estimation is based follows Bartel (1994) and assumes that the
relationship between output and inputs at the company level has a standard Cobb-Douglas
structure.9 The production function is shown in Eq. 1 below. Output is a function of two
inputs, capital (K) and ‘effective labour’ (EL), the latter consisting of the amount of labour
services employed by the company.

Q = AKβ ELγ

(1)

where β and γ are numbers greater than zero, as is A.

Effective labour consists of the amount of labour employed (RL, or reported labour) and the
stock of training that the workforce have received, its human capital (H). Human capital thus
refers to the accumulated stock of skills and competencies of the workforce; the training
provided to employees in any year can thus be thought of as a “flow” variable, that is the
amount that is added to the stock over a period of time. The relationship between effective
labour (EL), reported labour (RL) and human capital (H) is as follows:

EL = RL(1 + λΗ)

9

(2)

Black and Lynch (1996, 1997) also use a Cobb-Douglas production function in their estimation.
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According to Eq. 2, if human capital stock (H) was equal to zero, effective labour (EL) and
reported labour (RL) would be the same. However, as λ is a number greater than zero, if
the stock of human capital is greater than zero, then effective labour is greater than reported
labour.

Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq.1 , dividing through by reported labour (RL) and taking the
logarithm of both sides we arrive at Eq. (3) which is a model of productivity, estimable using
linear techniques:

ln(Q/RL) = lnA + βlnK + (γ-1)lnRL + γλΗ + ε 10

(3)

As the estimation of Eq. 3 could produce a biased estimate of the effect of training on
productivity due to unobserved heterogeneity, we difference Eq. 3 producing the following
which is the equation we estimate:

ln(Qt/RLt) - ln(Qt-1/RLt-1) = β(lnKt - lnKt-1 )
+ (γ-1)(lnRLt - lnRLt-1 )+ γλ(Ηt - H t-1) + ε t - ε t-1

(4)

This equation relates changes in productivity to a range of variables, including the change in
the human capital stock; (Ηt - H t-1) is represented in the estimations reported below by the
training provided by the companies in 1993. Equation (4) encapsulates the core concern in

10

Although RL appears on both sides of the equation, it is valid to estimate how productivity responds
to changes in labour inputs. This done by Bartel (1994). In addition, estimations in which the dependent
variable is a function of an independent variable can be found in studies of macroeconomic
convergence and systems of consumer demand.
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this study which, in essence, investigates whether training provided during 1993 brought
about productivity growth between 1993 and 1995. The approach implies that we are
estimating how the level of training in 1993 affected the change in productivity between
1993 and 1995. We believe this to be the correct approach and to be conceptually
preferable to seeing how a change in training may be related to a change in productivity. To
see why, consider two firms, one which initially provides no training and then increases its
training input to 10 units of training per employee. Another firm provides 100 units of training
per employee every year. As the latter firm is adding more to human capital, even though it
has not increased its flow of training, we would expect it to experience the bigger growth in
productivity in years subsequent years. Relating changes in training to changes in productivity
would not provide an insight into the relationship of interest11.

Results

Before presenting the results of our estimation of Eq. 4, we will present some descriptive
statistics on our sample of firms. These are contained in Table 1. It should be noted that our
sample included some firms who had not undertaken any training in 1993.

Productivity at each point in time is measured as output divided by total employment; on
average between 1993 and 1995, the sample reported productivity growth of 3.4 percent 12.
The training variables require some explanation so we will provide this here. The first training
11

Bishop and Kang (1996) also adopt this level/change approach.
Output is measured as sales in the accounting years 1993 and 1995; again, this is similar to the
measure used by Black and Lynch (1996, 1997). An effort was made in the follow-up survey to collect
12
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variable, trainees/employees, is simply the proportion of employees who received some
amount of training in 1993. The fourth training variable is the number of days of training per
employee. The seventh training variable is training expenditure as a proportion of
expenditure on pay.

In order to produce variables that reflect the relative amounts of training that is general or
specific in nature, we draw on the survey questions regarding the number of days spent on
general and specific training discussed above. For each company we can calculate what
proportion of total training days were general or specific in nature, i.e. general training days
(or specific training days) divided by total training days. We then multiply these two ratios by
the first, fourth and seventh training variables in Table 1 thus producing the values of the
general and specific training variables shown13.

Investment was calculated by subtracting the value of fixed assets in 1993 from that in 1995.
Our corporate change variables are derived from a series of questions asking whether each
of a series of policies had been implemented between 1993 and 1995. The questions
relating to personnel policies included Performance Related Pay, Productivity Related Bonus
Schemes, Performance Appraisal, Team Working and ‘Other’ personnel policies.
Corporate innovation policies included Total Quality Management, World Class
Manufacturing, Continuous Improvement/Kaizen, Business Process Re-engineering, Change
Management, Benchmarking and ‘other’ high performance work systems. In order to

information on value added across firms but the information turned out to be too weak to be used in the
estimations.
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impose a manageable structure on these variables, we conducted a factor analysis of the
entire set of dichotomous variables relating to the implementation of personnel and
innovation policies over the relevant period. The factor analysis identified two distinct factors
relating to personnel policies and corporate innovation. Reliability analysis suggested that
we could generate better scales by dropping the ‘other’ categories from the two scales –
these yielded a six-item Innovation scale with a Cronbach’s alpha=.70 and a four-item
Personnel policy scale with an alpha of .56. The Personnel Policies and Corporate
Innovation scales were then created by simply adding the dichotomous scores of each of the
constitutive items, yielding scales with means of .4 and .6 respectively.

Table 1 also includes summary information on average labour cost14 in the enterprises in
1993 and on the size of the enterprises, in terms of number of employees, again in 1993. In
order to provide a further insight into the dataset, a correlation matrix is provided in the
Appendix.

In Table 2, we present the results of estimating Eq. 4 using three measures of training,
without distinguishing between general and specific training. Given our primary interest in the
effect of training, the results on this variable are most noteworthy. In two of the three
models, training is seen to have a positive and significant effect on productivity growth. That
significance is not seen in the expenditure version may be related to measurement error; Fox
(1995) in his write-up on the original survey comments that this measure of training

13

It will be seen that the sum of the general and specific training variables is less than the
corresponding composite training variables in each case. This is because of the residual training
category of ‘other training’.
14
Labour cost is made up of wages/salaries, bonuses, social security and pension contributions.
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produced the most uncertain responses. Hence, we can say that we are finding the same
effect as Holzer et al (1993) and Bartel (1994). The coefficients of both investment and
change in employment are measured with statistical precision, as can be seen from their tvalues across all specifications, and have plausible signs. Extra capital should increase labour
productivity so the positive investment coefficient is as expected. Employment increases
would be expected to reduce productivity through a diminishing returns effect and/or through
lower productivity of new hires, so the negative coefficient on employment change is also as
expected. In general, the sectors do not seem to differ from the reference category (“other
sectors”) in terms of productivity growth; an exception to this will be seen in later equations
where manufacturing is shown to have a higher growth rate in productivity that is statistically
significant15.

In Table 3, we present the results of the analysis when the training variables are broken up
into the general and specific categories. Focusing again on the training variables, the
interesting finding to emerge is the significance of general training across all three
specifications. Specific training, on the other hand, is not found to have a significant impact
on productivity growth. It will be recalled that Black and Lynch (1996) also failed to find a
significant effect for some types of training. However, they did find that off-the-job training
had a positive and significant effect on productivity in manufacturing. Given that the bulk of
off-the-job training is more likely to be general in nature, the broad thrust of their findings are
consistent with ours.
15

Huselid and Becker (1996) point out that the use of differenced equations in a panel data context can
lead to difficulties of measurement error. In order to broaden the analysis, we also estimated equations
in which we related the level of productivity in 1993 to the level of training in 1993. No significant
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In order to check the robustness of our models, we conducted sensitivity analyses in which
we re-estimated the equations reported in Table 3 after dropping cases with outlying values.
We excluded 4 firms which had reported training expenditures in excess of 12% of payroll,
and 2 cases which had reported productivity gains in excess of 1. In no case did these reestimations lead to any change in the pattern of results reported in Table 3 for the full viable
sample.

While these results are consistent with our hypothesis that general training should have a
greater impact on productivity growth than specific training, it is somewhat surprising that the
latter is found to have no effect on productivity growth. It could be argued that companies
are more likely to understate the amount of specific training undertaken by them if such
training is given on a more informal basis than general training. If this is the case then we
would expect the coefficient on specific training to suffer from upward bias; hence, this
argument actually strengthens the finding of specific training having no effect in increasing
productivity.

Another possible interpretation of the non-significant effect of specific training is that it
represents a part of the normal operational expenses of a company, related perhaps to
personnel turnover. It will be recalled from the discussion of the data above that although
“trainees and apprentices” were excluded from the survey, incoming staff who did not fit the
definition as set out in the instructions (see footnote 8) would have been included. Higher

coefficients for training emerged. Given that some firms may have undertaken training in 1993 because
their productivity was particularly low, this lack of significance may not be surprising.
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spending on specific training may then have arisen in an environment of high staff turnover, in
an effort to maintain productivity levels. In contrast, general training may have represented
an additional investment above and beyond normal operating requirements and so enhanced
company performance. As we do not have data on gross inflows and outflows of
employees, we are not in a position to test if the provision of specific training is more highly
correlated with staff turnover than general training. Looking at the correlation matrix in the
Appendix however, we can see that the correlations between both general and specific
training and net change in employment are not statistically different from zero. While this
does not conclusively address the issue of whether the incidence of specific training is higher
than that of general training where turnover is higher, is certainly reduces the likelihood of the
argument being true.

This finding of a significant effect of general training prompted us to ask the question of
whether general training was capturing the effects of other omitted variables which could
have had effects on productivity growth over the 1993 to 1995 period. In particular, it
seemed possible that firms that offer training that is general in nature may also employ a
range of other policies which increase productivity. In addition, it could have been that large
firms were more likely to be in a position to offer general training and to achieve productivity
growth. In order to test for these possibilities we re-estimated the equations of Table 3 and
included variables measuring the extent to which various corporate strategies and personnel
polices had been introduced in the 1993 to 1995 period. We also included a dummy
variable indicating whether a firm was large or not, where a large firm was taken to be one
whose number of employees was above the median, i.e. 60 employees. In addition, we
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included a dummy variable that indicates if a firm under went some form of corporate restructuring over the period in question. Such re-structuring may have had a positive effect on
productivity growth if new management was in some sense ‘better’ than the old;
alternatively, a negative effect could be seen if a takeover or merger had a disruptive effect
on the running of the enterprise. The results of this re-estimation are presented in Table 4.

Our concern that the general training variables were picking up the effects of other company
policies is dismissed by the results in Table 4. The coefficients of the general training
variables change little when this new set of variables are introduced. None of the new
variables are significant. The finding that neither corporate innovation nor the introduction of
new personnel policies have any discernible impact on productivity is in contrast to the
findings of Huselid (1996). However, the lack of significance here may be related to a timing
issue, in the sense that the period of observation may be too short for any positive effect of
these policies to be felt. In addition, our measures are weak in the sense that they only
indicate presence of the polices and do not capture information on, for example, number of
employees covered.16

An additional line of inquiry into this general training effect was motivated in the following
manner. We showed in Table 1 that the companies included in our survey increased both
employment and capital assets by about 14% over the 1993-1995 period. In each of the
estimated models capital investment has a strong positive effect on productivity while the

16

We also amalgamated the personnel and innovation scales into a single measure of corporate policy
innovation (which generated a scale with Cronbach’s alpha > .7) but the results from this were no more
significant than from the effects of the two scales specified separately as reported in Table 4.
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effect of increases in employment is negative. This led us to ask whether our findings of the
positive effect of general training were concentrated among firms with an expansion strategy
based on increased capital investment rather than employment growth. Thus, for example, if
general training mostly took place in companies with high levels of capital investment, then
the existence of a strong interaction might produce a positive effect of general training. To
investigate this more formally we specified a series of interaction terms between general or
specific training days with both investment and employment.

At this point, we also include a measure of the level of human capital in the enterprises in
1993. It can be argued that there is likely to be a complementarity between enterpriseprovided training and education, in the sense that training will be more effective when given
to employees with higher initial levels of education. Once again, if general training is more
likely to be given in firms where the employees are more highly educated, this association
could be driving our results. In order to capture this, we include labour cost per employee as
an explanatory variable, on the assumption that higher average labour costs reflect higher
levels of human capital. We report the results in Table 5.

In model 10 the interaction between change in capital and general training is positive and
significant; neither labour cost per employee nor the general training/change in employment
are significant. The coefficient for general training is reduced, as is its significance, but it still
remains significantly different from zero at the 5 percent confidence level. The impact of the
investment is now seen to be statistically equal to zero; this indicates that the positive effect
of investment is strongly related to accompanying general training. The payroll per employee
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variable has little impact on the model; we ran an additional model in which it was interacted
with general training but again, the coefficient on the interaction was not significant. Hence,
we are once again left with the conclusion that general training has a greater positive impact
on productivity growth than specific training.

Conclusion

Our purpose in this paper has been to apply the familiar theoretical distinction between
general and specific training to the empirical task of estimating the returns to in-company
training. Using a firm-level dataset which includes information on the split between general
and specific training across firms, we have tested for the relative effects on the two types of
training on productivity growth. We find that although general training has a statistically
positive effect on productivity growth, no such effect is observable for specific training.
What is more, this positive effect of general training remains when we control for other
workplace policies and corporate re-structuring, for firm size and existing level of human
capital, and for interactions between general training and investment and employment
growth.

A number of important implications flow from these results. As with the work of Sandra
Black and Lisa Lynch, we have shown that different dimensions of training can have different
impacts. While they, and others, looked at the distinction between on-the-job and off-thejob training, the results here show that the crucial distinction in training types when assessing
impacts on productivity growth may be that of general versus specific. As we argued above,
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employees are not mechanical black-boxes into whom training is injected. Rather they are
rational players who must choose the amount of energy they will devote to turning the
training they receive into additions to their human capital. Training which increases an
individual’s wage with both the existing employer and potential employers provides greater
incentives for effort than training which only increases wages with the existing employer. This
view of the training process is true whether the employees pay for the training themselves, as
predicted by Becker, or the employer pays. However, given recent work which casts a
doubt on the narrow Becker prediction that employees pay all the cost of general training
(Bishop and Kang, 1996, and Loewenstein and Spletzer, forthcoming) the findings in this
paper generate an additional reason for re-examining the roles and incentives for both
employers

and

employees

in

the
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provision

of

training.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Principal Variables (N = 215)

Dependent variable:
Proportionate change in productivity
Training variables:
Trainees/Employees
General trainees
Specific trainees
Training days/Employees
General Training Days
Specific Training Days
Training expenditure/Payroll
General Training Expenditure
Specific Training Expenditure
Enterprise variables:
Investment
Change in employment
Personnel Policies
Corporate Innovation
Corporate Restructuring
Labour Cost/Employees in 1993
Number of employees in 1993
Sector:
Catering
Construction
Distribution
Finance
Manufacturing
Transport
Other Sector

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

-0.746

1.359

0.034

0.321

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.000
1.000
0.833
30.867
27.333
13.559
22.514
11.289
17.738

0.394
0.194
0.168
1.917
0.832
0.948
1.844
0.835
0.906

0.349
0.239
0.200
3.081
2.123
1.854
2.967
1.614
2.052

-0.790
-0.700
0.000
0.000
0.000
5,604
10

2.495
2.273
3.000
6.000
1.000
58,327
5269

0.148
0.128
0.405
0.605
0.228
21,321
170.91

0.377
0.329
0.791
1.122
0.420
9,450
451.68

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.074
0.051
0.186
0.033
0.581
0.019
0.056

0.263
0.221
0.390
0.178
0.494
0.135
0.230

Note: The values for Payroll/Employees are in U.S.$, based on an exchange rate of IR£ =
U.S.$ 1.50.
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Table 2: OLS Models of Proportionate Change in Labour Productivity, 1993-1995
(N=215)

Equation

(Constant)
Training
Ch in employment
Investment
Catering
Construction
Distribution
Finance
Manu’ing
Transport

(1)

(2)

(3)

No. Of employees/
Total Employment

Training Days/
Total Employment

Training Expenditure/
Payroll

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

-0.038
0.099*
-0.558***
0.222***
0.024
0.090
0.078
0.046
0.087
-0.063

-0.458
1.828
-9.963
4.458
0.233
0.792
0.881
0.364
1.074
-0.416

-0.015
0.014**
-0.556***
0.209***
0.016
0.074
0.072
0.074
0.076
-0.066

-0.194
2.247
-9.985
4.177
0.155
0.660
0.814
0.588
0.948
-0.434

-0.004
0.005
-0.560***
0.215***
0.013
0.069
0.069
0.068
0.087
-0.067

-0.055
0.807
-9.744
4.223
0.127
0.604
0.766
0.539
1.064
-0.432

Adjusted R2

0.329

0.334

p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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0.32

Table 3: OLS Models of Proportionate Change in Labour Productivity, 1993-1995,
Differentiating General and Specific Training (N = 215)

Equation

(Constant)
General Training
Spec Training
Ch. in Employment
Investment
Catering
Construction
Distribution
Finance
Manu'ing
Transport
Adjusted R

(4)

(5)

(6)

No. of Trainees/
Total Employment

Training Days/
Total Employment

Training Expenditure/
Total Payroll

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

-0.061
0.239***
-0.119
-0.549***
0.211***
0.044
0.125
0.102
0.087
0.132
-0.045

-0.741
3.092
-1.260
-9.924
4.289
0.441
1.106
1.163
0.698
1.615
-0.302

-0.025
0.034***
-0.016
-0.538***
0.212***
0.015
0.088
0.077
0.084
0.106
-0.061

-0.321
4.083
-1.623
-9.900
4.366
0.153
0.812
0.896
0.692
1.346
-0.415

-0.058
0.035***
-0.016
-0.570***
0.223***
0.060
0.122
0.111
0.108
0.142*
-0.026

-0.709
2.900
-1.654
-10.105
4.474
0.581
1.081
1.248
0.862
1.724
-0.171

0.347

0.37

p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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0.345

Table 4: OLS Models of Proportionate Change in Labour Productivity, 1993-1995,
Differentiating General and Specific Training and Controlling for Additional Enterprise
Characteristics (N = 215)

Equation

(Constant)
General Training
Specific Training
Ch. in
Employment
Investment
Large Firm
Personnel
Policies
Corporate
Innovations
Corporate Restructuring
Catering
Construction
Distribution
Finance
Manu'ing
Transport
Adjusted R2

(7)

(8)

(9)

No. of Trainees/
Total Employment

Training Days/
Total Employment

Training Expenditure/
Total Payroll

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

-0.047
0.256***
-0.089
-0.567***

-0.569
3.292
-0.940
-10.090

-0.009
0.033***
-0.016
-0.551***

-0.109
3.931
-1.652
-9.954

-0.038
0.035
-0.015
-0.584

-0.461
2.857***
-1.601
-10.180***

0.217***
-0.058
0.016

4.350
-1.550
0.662

0.219***
-0.040
0.010

4.443
-1.100
0.415

0.230
-0.047
0.008

4.537***
-1.267
0.335

0.007

0.396

0.011

0.641

0.011

0.640

-0.069

-1.525

-0.062

-1.373

-0.065

-1.430

0.048
0.133
0.116
0.124
0.145*
-0.024

0.481
1.186
1.299
0.970
1.765
-0.159

0.015
0.090
0.086
0.115
0.115
-0.045

0.149
0.820
0.987
0.916
1.444
-0.301

0.059
0.123
0.120
0.142
0.151
-0.008

0.576
1.091
1.330
1.107
1.821*
-0.055

0.352

0.369

p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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0.345

Table 5: OLS Models with the Addition of Interactions and an Average Labour Cost
Control (N = 215)

Equation

(10)
Coefficient t-value

(Constant)
General Training
Specific training
Ch. in Employment
Investment
Ch. in Employment * General Training
Investment * General Training
Labour Cost/Employee
Catering
Construction
Distribution
Finance
Manufacturing
Transport
Adjusted R

-0.004
0.027**
-0.015
-0.649***
0.088
0.022
0.063**
0.001
-0.007
0.056
0.077
0.070
0.098
-0.076

-0.041
2.161
-1.569
-10.356
1.457
1.542
2.566
0.240
-0.073
0.525
0.920
0.593
1.288
-0.530

0.416

Note: Only the results for the days of training per employee measure are reported here.
p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Appendix:
Table A.1. Correlation Matrix

Productivity Change
Training Days/Employees
General Training Days
Specific Training Days
Investment
Ch. in employment
Personnel Policies
Corporate Innovation
Corporate Reorganisation
Labour Cost/Employees
Large firm

P.C.
T.D.
G.D.
S.D.
I.
Ch. E.
Pers.
Inn.
Reorg. L.C../E. Large
1
0.14**
1
0.24*** 0.78***
1.000
-0.06
0.70*** 0.149** 1.000
0.16**
0.13*
0.09
0.08
1.000
-0.53***
0.05
-0.01
0.09 0.15**
1.000
-0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.14**
1.000
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.07
-0.05
0.04
0.33***
1.000
0.00
-0.06
-0.05
-0.02
0.10
-0.08
0.17** 0.20*** 1.000
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.05 -0.17** -0.13**
-0.03
0.20*** 0.10
1.000
-0.06
0.03
-0.03
0.04
-0.08
-0.04
0.04
0.14
0.10 0.28*** 1.000

Note: Only the training days per employee measure is shown.

